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ABSTRACT 

An eikonal approximation is applied to atom-atom scattering in the 

intermediate energy range. The theory and the form of the eikonal 

approximation are reviewed. Also a brief survey of previous theoretical 

methods for all energy ranges is included. 

In particular, the differential and total cross sections for the 

excitation of hydrogen to the 2s and 2p states by impact on hydrogen 

and helium atoms have been calculated using the eikonal distorted wave 

Born approximation (DWBA) for the incident energy range of 2.25-100 

keV. The eikonal DWBA differential cross sections are compared to the 

differential cross sections given by the first Born approximation. 

The eikonal DWBA results predict a lower cross section for smaller 

angles and a much slower fall off with larger angles than the first 

Born approximation. For H-He scattering at 10 keV, the eikonal DWBA 

differential cross section is compared to experimental data. It was 

found to agree quite well in shape and slope but differed in magnitude 

by a factor of four. 

The eikonal DWBA total cross sections were compared to other 

theoretical calculations and were found to follow closely to the 

multistate impact parameter calculations. In the limit of high energies 

and very small angle scattering, the results for the eikonal D~vBA total 

cross section were shown to reduce to the 2-state distortion approxi

mation. 

Also for H-He scattering, a comparison of total cross sections is 

made between the eikonal DWBA results and experimental data. Agreement 
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is found to be poor at the lower energies where the eikonal DWBA 

results are not expected to be valid and good at the higher energies. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

There nas been a considerable amount of interest in the 

theoretical and experimental study of atom-atom collisions. A great 

deal of this study has been centered on the collisions of hydrogen 

atoms with hydrogen and helium atoms. These systems are simple 

enough that they lend themselves to theoretical calculations, but yet 

sufficiently complex to give rise to the main types of inelastic 

transitions observed. 

The first theoretical paper on the subject was oy Gates and 

Griffing 1 in 19S3. They studied H-H collisions using the Born 

approximation in the high energy range. Moisewitsch and Stewart2 

in 1954 performed a similar calculation for H-He collisions. 

The interest in the subject seemed to lag at this point and was 

not renewed until the first experimental results were published. In 

1967 at the Fifth International Conference on the Physics of 

Electronic and Atomic Collisions, Ankudinov, Andreev, and Oroeli 3 

presented the experimental cross sections for the processes 

1 
H ( ls ) + He ( 1 S) ( 1. 1) 

for the energy range of 0-40 keV. Tnese results were later 

published by Orbeli, Andreev, Ankudinov, and Dukelskii. 4 The 2p 

excitation cross sections were also measured Dy Uose, Gunz, and 

5 Meyer. Their results were slightly lower. 

With the advent of the computer, complicated theoretical calcu-

lations became feasible to do. The multistate impact parameter 



method which requires the numerical solution of a set of coupled 

differential equations was applied to the processes 

2 

H ( 1s) + H ( 1s) -+ H(2s ,2p ,2p+) + H( 1s) 
0 -

( 1. 2) 

by Flannery6 in the intermediate energy 7 Then the method range. 

was applied to H-He collisions, Eq. (1.1), in a by Flannery 8 paper 

and in another by Levy 9 The 2s excitation cross sections paper 

agreed well with the experiment of Orbeli, et a1. 4 However, the 2p 

excitation cross section shows a large discrepancy between the 

8 9 4 theory of Flannery or Levy and the experiments of Orbeli, et al. 

and Dose, et a1. 5 Even the first Born approximation shows better 

agreement with the experimental results. Levy9 has pointed out that 

the difference may be due to the neglect of electron exchange and 

cascade effects. 

Recently there have been more experiments on the H-He collision, 

Eq. (1.1), over a wide energy range. Birely and McNea1 10 have 

measured the total cross sections as a function of energy in the 

range of 1-25 keV. Hughes and Song-Sik Choe 11 have done the experi

ment for an energy range of 20-125 keV. The latest experiment is by 

Sauers, Nichols, and Thomas. 12 They measured the differential cross 

sections for the 2s excitation of hydrogen for an incident energy of 

5-25 keV. 

The interest in atom-atom collisions stems from a desire to 

understand the complicated processes that occur in the upper atmos-

phere. The discovery of the Doppler-shifted hydrogen lines in the 

auroral spectrum gave direct evidence that excitations of energetic 



particles are important in interpreting the aurora. Measurements 

have been made of the flux and the energy spectrum of protons in the 

upper atmosphere. Large fluxes of protons were found in the inter-

mediate energy range of 1-10 keV. Consequently, a large flux of 

hydrogen atoms would be present from charge transfer processes. The 

role of energetic protons and hydrogen atoms in the upper atmosphere 

h b th f t . t d d h 1 t . 13 as een e source o ex ens1ve s u y an muc specu a 1on. The 

basic understanding of such processes as Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) can 

lead to a long range understanding of complicated atmospheric 

phenomena. 

In this paper I apply a new method to the processes mentioned 

in Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2). This new method is the eikonal distorted 

wave Born approximation (DWBA) and was first proposed by Chen, 

Joachain, and Watson 14 for electron-atom scattering in the inter-

mediate energy range. 

The basic feature of this method is a correction factor to the 

total wave function used in the Born approximation. This factor 

3 

allows for the distortion of the incoming and outgoing wave functions 

as the multistate impact parameter method does. However, differential 

cross sections are obtained from the eikonal DWBA while the multi-

state impact parameter method yields only total cross sections. 

In section II a review of the theoretical methods used in atom-

atom collisions will be given. The theory of the eikonal DW8A will 

be presented in section III, while the results for the H-H collisions, 

Eq. (1.2), and the H-He collisions, Eq. (1.1), will be given in 

sections IV and V, respectively. The conclusion is presented in 



section VI along with a discussion of the problems and the future of 

the eikonal DWBA. 

4 



II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

A. Low Energy 

At present there is no direct method available for the entire 

energy range for the collisions of atoms. Approximations have been 

developed that are valid for low energy collisions and others for 

high energy collisions. At low energy where the formation of a 

quasimolecule during the collision has a high probability, the 

perturbed stationary state (PSS) method is used.lS-lB 

This method adopts a procedure similar to the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation for diatomic molecules. The adiabatic assumption that 

is made asserts that the electrons follow the nuclear motion without 

making any transitions from one electronic state to another, but 

rather the electronic wave function itself is deformed slowly by the 

nuclear motion. The mathematical consequence of this hypothesis is 

that the wave function is separable into a product of two functions, 

one describing the electronic motion and the other the nuclear 

motion. 

Consider two atoms of masses MA and M8 separated by an inter-
-+ -+ -+ 

nuclear distance R. The notation rA and r 8 represents the positions 

of the electrons of atom A and B, respectively. Following the Born-

5 

Oppenheimer approximation, we neglect the mass of the electron in 

comparison to the mass of the nucleus. The approximate wave equation 

f d . . t . . t 19 . in the center o mass coor 1nate system 1n a om1c un1 s 1s 
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( 2. 1) 

where M is the reduced mass, 

and E is the total energy of the system. VA and VB are the internal 

atomic potentials of atoms A and B, respectively; v1 is the 

electronic interaction potential between atoms A and B; and U is 

the nuclear coulomb interaction potential between atoms A and B. 

For a fixed nuclear separation, the electronic wave equation is 

-+ 
where E (R) is the energy eigenvalue of Eq. (2.3) and depends n 

-+ 

(2.3) 

parametrically on R. For each arrangement of the nuclei indexed by 
-+ -+ -+ -+ 2 
R, there corresponds an electron distribution lxn(rA,rB,R) I with 

-+ -+ 
energy En(R). At infinite separation, En(R) corresponds to the sum 

of the energies of the atomic states. 

The eigenfunction, xn(rA,r8 ,R), is the molecular wave function 
-+ 

of the state n and depends parametrically on R. Also, the molecular 

wave functions form a complete orthonormal set for the electronic 
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variables and can be used as a basis for an expansion of the wave 

function of the entire system. That is 

(2.4) 

* Substituting Eq. (2.4) into Eq. (2.1) and multiplying by Xn and 

integrating over all electronic coordinates gives 

1 2 -+ 
[- 2M V-+ + U(R) 

R 

-+ 
+ E (R) 

n 
- E] 

-+ 
F (R) 
n 

(2.5) 

The complete quantum treatment would require the solution of 
-+ 

Eq. ( 2. 5) . Then from the asymptotic form of F (R) the phase shifts n 
can be found and consequently the cross sections for the various 

processes can be found. 

In general, the solution of Eq. (2.5) is very difficult. 

However, a semi-classical approach, which combines time dependent 

perturbation theory and a classical trajectory, is used. That is, 

the electrons may be considered to move in a time dependent potential, 

the time dependence arising from the motion of the nuclei. The wave 

equation for the electrons is 

(2.6) 



d where He£ is given by the left hand side of Eq. (2.3) and the at 

is to be performed with rA and r8 constant. Since the internuclear 

distance is a function of time, an approximate solution of Eq. (2.6) 

is 

8 

t 

~n = xn(rA,r8,R(t))exp[-iJ (2.7) 

where the molecular wave function, x , is assumed to vary slowly 
n 

~ 

with respect to R. The full wave function can be expanded in terms 

of the basis functions, Eq. (2.7), to give 

(2.8) 

where a is the transition amplitude. Substituting Eq. (2.8) into n 
Eq. (2.6), a set of coupled differential equations for the a's 

results. A solution of the differential equations can be found by 

assuming a straight line path and that the velocity is constant. 

This method is very similar to the multistate impact parameter 

method which will be discussed later. 

Both the quantum and the semi-classical treatment have the same 

failings. One is that the electronic eigenfunctions do not allow 

for the rotation of the internuclear line and the other is that the 

translational motion of the electrons with respect to the center of 

mass is not accounted for. 

Corrections have been made to improve this method. The perturbed 

rotating atom (PRA) approximation was proposed by Bates 16 to allow 

for the rotation of the internuclear line during the collision. In 



this method the eigenfunctions of the quasimolecule are replaced by 

the eigenfunctions of the target perturbed by the projectile. The 

9 

axis of quantization is changed from the internuclear line to an axis 

parallel to the initial trajectory. An impact parameter formalism 

similar to the semi-classical method mentioned before is used. 
16 However, Bates has pointed out that allowing for the rotation of 

the internuclear line shows that strong couplings exist between 

states whose quantum numbers are identical except for the magnetic 

quantum numbers. Also he noted that strong couplings will exist to 

states whose potential energy surfaces are close to the states of 

interest. An expansion of the wave function must be made over 

several states which results in a complicated set of equations that 

must be solved. 

A traveling molecular wave function was used to correct for the 

translational motion of the electron. The basis functions were 

changed by the multiplication of the molecular wave function by a 

plane wave that represents the translational motion of the electrons. 

However, the addition of this factor spoils the effectiveness of the 

expansion, Eq. (2.4). The main drawback is that the form used forces 

the electron to belong to one center or the other when for slow 

collisions the electron belongs to neither center. Also the 

integrals in Eq. (2.5) become more difficult to do since some will 

contain plane waves. 

As long as the collisions are very slow, the difficulties 

mentioned are minimal and calculations are possible. However, if 

the collisions become too energetic, a correct calculation becomes 



unfeasible. The methods mentioned here can not be easily modified 

to use for collisions in the intermediate energy range. 

B. High Energy 

For collisions at high energy, the first Born approximation is 

used exclusively. This approximation assumes that the projectile 

10 

energy is high enough that the kinetic energy term of the Hamiltonian 

of Eq. (2.1) is dominant and the interaction potential V can be 

treated as a perturbation. The zero order equation can be solved 

in terms of a plane wave multiplied by a product of atomic wave 

functions. That is 

(2.9) 

The solution of Eq. (2.9) is 

(2.10) 

and 

(2.11) 

where ¢A(rA) and ¢8(r8) are the atomic wave functions and sA and s8 

are the internal energies of the atoms. The perturbation V is taken 

to be the interaction between atoms A and B. That is 



11 

( 2. 12) 

The Born approximation is so commonly used and can be found in 

almost any quantum mechanics book that a long discussion is 

unnecessary. 20 Eqs. (2.9)-(2.12) show how the Hamiltonian is arranged 

for the particular case of atom-atom collisions. 

The simplicity of this method makes it very inviting for modifi-

cation for the intermediate energy range. The eikonal Dt4BA is a 

modification of the Born approximation and will be discussed later. 

C. Intermediate Energy 

1. The t·1ul tis tate Impact Parameter ~1ethod 

The multistate impact parameter method assumes that the collision 

is at a high enough energy that the change in kinetic energy due to 

inelastic scattering is so small that the change can be neqlected and 

the kinetic energy is assumed to be constant. Also small angle 

scattering is assumed, so the change in momentum can be neglected and 

the trajectory is taken as a straight line. A brief discussion of 

the method will be given. A more complete description is given 

elsewhere. 21 

The projectile, atom A, travels along a straight line with a 

constant velocity v. The trajectory is parallel to the Z axis, the 

axis of quantization for both atoms, and remains a distance b, the 

impact parameter, from the Z axi?. The origin of this cylindrical 

coordinate system is placed at the target atom B. The internuclear 
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-+ 

separation is R and the electron positions with respect to the atoms 
-+ -+ 

A and B are labeled rA and r 8• In this approximation the electronic 

wave function for the system is given by 

(2.13) 

where ~m is the product of the projectile wave function ¢A(;A) and the 

target wave function ¢
8
(;

8
); Em is the sum of the electronic energies 

sA and s 8 ; and the transition amplitude is am. 

Using the wave function of Eq. (2.13) and the interaction 

potential of Eq. (2.12) as a time dependent perturbation, an infinite 

set of first order coupled differential equations is obtained for the 

transition amplitudes. The result is 

where 

and 

E nm 

The matrix element is given by 

E 
n 

E 
m 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 



In practice, the series is truncated and a finite set of f~ 

coupled differential equations is solved. The prouability of the 

transition from the initial state 1 to the final state n is given by 

(2.18) 

The total excitation cross section for a particular velocity v is 

given by 

00 

o1n = 2~ J P~n(b) b db 
0 

The solution of the N coupled differential equations and the 

evaluation of the cross sections are carried out numerically. 

(2.19) 

This method allows for the distortion of the plane wave and also 

for the couplings between states. The assumption that the projec-

tile travels in a straight line throughout the collision eliminates 

the possibility of calculating a differential cross section. Both 

the total and differential cross sections can be calculated in the 

eikonal DWBA. 

2. The Eikonal Approximation 

The eikonal approximation is a common approximation used in 

1 h . h Gl b . t. 22 . th physics. In nuc earp ys1cs, t e au er approx1ma 1on 1s e 

eikonal method applied to nuclear scattering. In 1968, Franco23 , 

using the formalism of the Glauber approximation, was the first to 

apply this method to electron-atom scattering. The basic idea of the 

13 
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approximation is that the wave function, Eq. (2.10), is modified by 
~ ~ ~ 

a factor exp[S(R)] where S(R) is a slowly varying function of R. 

That is, for atom-atom collisions the wave function is 

3 -+ -+ 
i k. • R 

( 2n)- 2 e 1 (2.20) 

Substitution of the modified wave function, Eq. (2.20), back into 

the wave equation, Eq. (2.1), will give the following equation for 
~ 

S(R). 

0 (2.21) 

~ ~ 

Since S(R) is a slowly varying function of R, the first term of 

Eq. (2.21) 
~ 

momentum k. 
1 

~ 

S(R) in the 

dominates and the other 

is assumed to be along 

Glauber approximation 

-+ 
S(R) i 

v 
-oo 

terms are neglected. The initial 

the z axis. The solution for 

is 

(2.22) 

The cross section can be found by using the modified wave 

function, Eq. (2.20), in the scattering amplitude. 

-M 
(2n) 

z 
JJJ eiq.(b+Zz) ~;f(rA)~;f(r6 )exp[- ~ J v(R• ,tA,t8)ctZ'] 

-= 

(2.23) 
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where i and f label the initial and final states and the momentum 

transfer is 

~ 

q 
~ 

k. 
1 

k 
f (2.24) 

and 

~ + 
R = b + ZZ (2.25) 

In the limit of high energies and small angle scattering, the 

momentum transfer is assumed to be perpendicular to the initial 

momentum. This allows the Z integrand to be written as a total 

derivative and therefore the Z integration can be easily done. 

This approximation has been applied to e-H scattering by 

Franco23 ; and Bhadra and Ghosh 24 ; and Tai, Bassel, Gerjuoy, and 

Franco25 . Also e-He calculations by Franco26 and by Yates and 

Tenney27 demonstrated that this is a promising method. 

However, there does exist some valid criticism of the Glauber 

approximation. The scattering amplitude is a multidimensional 

integral over electron coordinates and the internuclear coordinates. 

The assumption that the momentum transfer was perpendicular to the 

initial momentum causes an unphysical selection rule. Thus, the 

ls~2p excitation cross section of H in the e-H collision is 
0 

identically zero. 

28 Byron has done a modified Glauber calculation for e-H and e-He 

scattering in which no restrictions were placed on the momentum 

transfer. The 6-dimensional integral for e-H scattering and the 

9-dimensional integral for e-He scattering were performed 



numerically using the fvlonte Carlo method. For e-H scattering, the 

ls~2s excitation cross sections of Byron agree virtually exactly 

with the calculation of Tai, et a1. 25 Byron•s 28 value for the 

16 

ls~2p0 excitation was, of course, non-zero. The relative population 

of the magnetic substates of the 2p level of hydrogen gives rise 

to the polarization of the emitted radiation after the collision. 

The calculation of Tai, et a1. 25 yields a constant negative polari

zation. Byron•s 28 calculation gives a positive polarization that 

agrees fairly well with the experimental results. 

The number of integrals that can be done analytically depends 

upon the form of the interaction potential as well as the form of 

the atomic wave function. Franco 29 has shown that for electron 

scattering off an atom with Z electrons the (3Z+2) dimensional 

integrals for the scattering amplitude can be reduced to a one 

dimensional integral to be performed numerically. However, his 

derivation is limited by the assumptions that the atomic wave function 

could be represented as a product of particular functions of one 

electron coordinate and that the interaction potential is a sum of 

coulomb terms that contain only one electron coordinate. This 

permits the integrals over the electronic coordinates to be factored 

out and done separately. However, for atom-atom collisions the inter

action potentials contain terms that mix the electronic coordinates, 

so that the procedure used for electron-atom collisions is not 

applicable to atom-atom collisions. The large number of integrals 

to be done numerically makes this method unfeasible for atom-atom 

collisions. 
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The eikonal distorted wave ~orn approximation is very similar 

to the Glauber approximation, but manages to avoid the same criticism. 

The eikonal DWBA results in a three dimensional integral to be done 

no matter how many electrons are involved. Also no selection rule 

occurs for the ls~2p0 excitation. The derivation of the eikonal 

DWBA will be given in the next section. 
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III. THE EIKONAL DISTORTED WAVE BORN APPROXIMATION 

Consider the nonrelativistic rearrangement collision 

A + B -+ C + D ( 3. 1) 

where A, B, C, and 0 can be elementary or composite particles with 

masses MA' M8, Me, and MD. The center of mass coordinate system is 
-+ -+ 

used where R. and k. are the relative coordinate and relative 
1 1 

momentum, respectively, for particles A and B in the initial channel 

i. The reduced mass M. in the initial channel is given by 
1 

The initial channel Hamiltonian H. is 
1 

H. 
1 

K. +h. 
1 1 

where K. is the relative kinetic energy operator given by 
1 

K. = -(2M.)-l v2 
l 1 -+ R. 

1 

The internal Hamiltonian of the initial channel satisfies 

h.¢ (~.) = E ¢ (~.) 
1 a 1 a a 1 

The subscript a refers to a collection of quantum numbers and ~i 

denotes a set of generalized coordinates describing the internal 

structure of the systems A and B. If hA and h8 are the internal 

Hamiltonians of A and B with 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 
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hA¢A erA) = sA¢A CrA) (3.6) 

and 

hB¢B(-;B) = sB¢8(-;B) (3.7) 

then 

h. hA + hB (3.8) 
1 

and 

s = SA + SB (3.9) 
a 

and 

<Pa(~;) = ¢A(rA)¢s(rs) (3.10) 

The total energy in the center of mass in channel i is 

k. 2 k. 2 

E E. 1 + 1 
- = 2M. + SA CB = 2M. + s a 1 ,a a 

1 1 

(3.11) 

where the notation a_ (i,a). The channel eigenfunction or 

asymptotic states Xa X; ,a are solutions to 

H.x 
1 a 

( 3. 12) 

where Xa is 

-+ 
X (R.,~.) a 1 1 

( 3. 13) 

If the interaction between systems A and B is denoted by V. 
1 

the total Hamiltonian is 
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H = H. + V. 
1 1 

(3.14) 

A similar set of equations hold in the final channel with the 

substitutions i-+f, a-+B, A-+C, and B+D. 

Let us suppose that the scattering proceeds from an initial 

state Xa to a final state Xb· The differential cross section for 

this process is given by 

where Tba is the T matrix on the energy-momentum shell. The T matrix 

can be written as 

<~b-1 v. lx > • 
1 3 

+ The Wa and ~b are state vectors given by 

and 

+ with n-+0 . 

Wa+ = Xa + (E-H+in)-1 Vixa 

(3.16) 

(3.17) 

( 3. 18) 

The equations given above are common to the theory of rearrange

ment collisions. For example, see Geltman 30 for a general treatment 

of rearrangement collisions. 

Let us suppose that the interaction potentials are decomposed 

in the initial and final channels as 



v. ::: u. + w. 
1 1 1 

and 

where Ui and Uf are potentials that we wish to take into account 

directly in the channel eigenfunction. New Hamiltonians can be 

defined as 

H. == H. + U. 
1 1 1 

and 
"' 

H = H + Uf f f 

The corresponding state vectors are 

and 

+ with n-+0 • 

X + (E-H.+in)- 1u.x a 1 1 a 

+ The state vectors, ¢a and ¢b' can be incorporated into the 
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(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

theory by means of the T matrix. A simple calculation yields the 

T matrix for scattering from two potentials. 31 That is 

+ -1 I + T. = <xb I vf-w. I¢ > + <t};b w. ¢ > • oa 1 a 1 a (3.25) 

Also 

(3.26) 
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A physically meaningful separation of Vi and Vf is to choose Ui 

and Uf so that they induce elastic scattering. That may be 

accomplished if the choice is 

-+ 
U. = U.(R.) 

1 1 1 
(3.27) 

(3.28) 

The state vectors are just the distorted waves. The T matrices of 

Eqs. (3.25) and (3.26) reduce to 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

The above equations are still rigorous. However an approximation is 

needed to obtain results. Let 

1]J+ + 
'::=. cpa a 

(3.31) 

and 

1j.Jb '::=. cpb (3.32) 

The total wave function is being approximated by the distorted wave. 

The T matrix becomes, in the distorted wave Born approximation 

(DWBA), 

(3.33) 
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The choices of the potentials Ui and Uf have only been restricted 

to be a function of the internuclear coordinates and not of the 

electronic coordinates. However, the best choice for Ui and Uf are 

the optical potentials 32 describing the elastic scattering in the 

initial and final channels. The scattering reaction consists of an 

incoming wave whose phase has been distorted by the elastic potential 

Ui; a single interaction is induced by Wi or Wf; and the outgoing 

plane wave is distorted by the elastic potential Uf. 

A straight line eikonal approximation can be used to approximate 

+ ¢a and ¢b. This approximation assumes a solution for the initial 

channel as 

-+ 
and that S(R.) is a slowly varying function. Substitution of 

1 
~ 

(3.34) 

Eq. (3.34) into the wave equation with the Hamiltonian H., Eq. (3.21), 
1 

-+ 
will give an equation for S(Ri) similar to Eq. (2.21) except 

v (R 'r A 'r B ) w i 11 be changed to u i ( R i ) . s i n c e s (R i ) i s s l 0\v l y vary i n g , 

only the term with the single derivative will be kept. The direction 
-+ -+ for k. can be taken along the Z axis. 

1 
This allows S(Ri) to be easily 

solved for and be written as 

where 

~i I 

z. 
1 

-00 

( -+ I ) I U. b. ,z. dZ. 
1 1 1 1 

-+ -+ A 

R. = b. + ZZ. and v. = k./M. 
1 1 1 1 1 1 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 



A similar procedure can be followed in the final channel. The 

distorted waves in the eikonal approximation are 

3 
z. 

1 

24 

cp+(eik) (2n) 
- 2 .-+ -+ 

~i J U.(b.,Z~)dZ~]cp (£:.) = exp[lk.·R. a 1 1 1 1 1 1 a 1 
(3.37) 

-00 

and 

3 zf 
cp-(eik) (2n) 

- 2 .-+ -+ i r 
Uf(bf,Zf)dZf]¢B(C:f) = exp[lkf·Rf I b vf ) 

(3.38) 
00 

For direct collisions where rearrangement does not occur, the 

subscript of i or f on the electronic and internuclear coordinates 

can be dropped. Substituting the distorted waves, Eqs. (3.37) and 

. (DWBA) 14 (3.38), 1nto Tba , Eq. (3.33), the T matrix in the eikonal DWBA 

becomes 

T (eik) = 
ba 

where 

o¢(b,Z) 

and 

00 00 

J db b J 
0 -oo 

2n 

dZ r d¢ exp[i(ki-kfcose)z 
Jo 

+ iocp(b,Z) - ikfb sine coscp]A(b,Z) 

1 
v. 

1 

-+ 
A(b,Z) 

z 00 

J 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 
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IV. EXCITATIOfi TO THE 2s AND 2p STATES OF HYDROGEIJ BY HYDROGEN H1PACT 

A. Basic Equations 

The eikonal distorted wave Dorn approximation has been applied to 

the process given by Eq. (1.2) in the energy range of 2.25 keV 

( v = • 3 a. u. ) to 100 keV ( v = 2. 0 a. u. ) . 

The interaction potential v~as taken as 

1 1 (4.1) 

-+ -+ 
\vhere r 1A and r 28 are the distances to the electrons from their 

respective nuclei. 

The optical potentials are approximated by the corresponding 

static potentials and the elastic matrix elements are 

-2R 
= e ( 24 + 15 - 18R - 4R2) 24 R 

(4.2) 
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(4.4) 

and 

( 4. 5) 

where 

and 

(4.7) 

The off diagonal matrix elements are given by 

-+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+- -+-
A2s(R) = <~ls(rlA)¢2s(r2B)IV(R,rlA'r2B)I¢1s(rlA)¢1s(r2B)> 

3R 

= ~~l [e- ~(12~88 _ 4403 + 11~7R 

(4.8) 
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and 

= ___:E_ ei¢ A (R) 
/2R 0 

(4.10) 

where 

3R 
A = 48/2 [ - 2(440 + 660 273 + 1127R) 

0 2401 e R2 R - 24 

(4.11) 

The ¢ integration in the T matrix, Eq. (3.39) can be performed 

and the J 0 or J 1 Bessel function v;ill result. The T matrix elements 

can be written as 

co 

T(eik) = (2rr 2)-l J db b J 0(b kf sine) exp[i¢2s(b)] 
2s,ls 

VI/here 

0 

co 

J A
25

(b,Z) cos[(k1-kf cose)Z + y
25 (b,Z)]dZ 

0 

co 

¢25 (b} J (-U 1(b,Z)/vi - U~5 (b,Z)/vf) dZ 
0 

( 4. 12) 

( 4. 13) 



and 

Also, 

where 

and 

z 
y

25
(b,Z) = J (-Ui(b,Z')vi + U~5 (b,Z')/vf) dZ' 

0 

00 

J 
2p 

db b J 0(b kf sine) exp[i ¢ 0 (b)] 
0 

00 

J 
2p 

A2p (b,Z) sin[(k;-kf cose)Z + y 
0 (b,Z)]dZ 

0 0 

00 

2p I ¢ o(b) = 

0 

2p z 2p 
y 0 (b,Z) = J [-Ui(b,Z')/vi + Uf 

0
(b,Z')/vf]dZ' 

0 

and finally 

2p+ 
cos [(k;-kf cose)Z + y (b,Z)] dZ 

28 

( 4. 14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

( 4. 18) 
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where 

2p+ 
= 

(b) J (-U.(b,Z)/v.-
2p+ 

cp = Uf (b,Z)/vf) dZ 
1 1 (4.19) 

0 

and 

2p+ 
z 

2p+ 
(b,Z) J (-U.(b,Z')/v. + y = Uf (b,Z' )/vf) uz• 

1 1 ( 4. 20) 
0 

The numerical solutions of the above equations will be discussed in 

the appendix. 

B. Results and Discussion 

1 . D i f fer en t i a l C ro s s Sect i on s 

In Figs. 1-5 the differential cross sections for the ls-+2s 

excitation are plotted versus the scattering angle o for the incident 

velocities v = .3, .4, .5, 1.0, and 2.0 a.u. for both the eikonal 

D~·JBA and the first Born approximation. Some general characteristics 

of the ei kana 1 D~~BA can be seen. One consistent oi.Jserva t ion is that 

the eikonal DWBA curve lies below the first Born approximation curve 

for small angles and then crosses the Born curve and remains above it 

for the larger angles. The eikonal DWBA differential cross sections 

die off very slowly for large angles. This region of large angle 

scattering becomes very important when the total cross section is 

calculated. For example in Fig. 4 for v = 1.0 a.u., the eikonal 

DWBA curve falls belov1 the Born curve for small angles and then 

crosses above the Born curve at a scattering angle of 8=2.4xl0- 3 rad. 
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FIG. 1. Differential cross sections for the excitation of 

hydrogen to the 2s state by hydrogen impact for an incident velocity 

of 0.3 a.u. or for an incident energy of 2.25 keV. The solid line 

is the eikonal DWBA and the dashed line is the first Born approxi

mation. Both the differential cross section and the scattering angle 

are given in the center of mass coordinate system. 
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FIG. 2. Differential cross sections for the excitation of 

hydrogen to the 2s state by hydrogen impact for an incident velocity 

of 0.4 a.u. or for an incident energy of 4.0 keV. The solid line 

is the eikonal OWBA and the dashed line is the first Born approxi

mation. Both the differential cross section and the scattering angle 

are given in the center of mass coordinate system. 
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FIG. 3. Differential cross sections for the excitation of 

hydrogen to the 2s state by hydrogen impact for an incident velocity 

of 0.5 a.u. or for an incident energy of 6.25 keV. The solid line is 

the eikonal OWBA and the dashed line is the first Born approximation. 

Both the differential cross section and the scattering angle are 

given in the center of mass coordinate system. 
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FIG. 4. Differential cross sections for the excitation of 

hydrogen to the 2s state by hydrogen impact for an incident velocity 

of 1.0 a.u. or for an incident energy of 25 keV. The solid line is 

the eikonal DWBA and the dashed line is the first Born approximation. 

Both the differential cross section and the scattering angle are 

given in the center of mass coordinate system. 
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FIG. 5. Differential cross sections for the excitation of 

hydrogen to the 2s state by hydrogen impact for an incident velocity 

of 2.0 a.u. or for an incident energy of 100 keV. The solid line is 

the eikonal OWBA and the dashed line is the first Born approximation. 

Both the differential cross section and the scattering angle are 

given in the center of mass coordinate system. 
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vJhere the differential cross section is a factor of ten 1Jelov1 the peak 

value. The differential cross section lying outside the crossing 

point constitutes 38% of the total cross section for the eikonal !JlJl3/\ 

for this case (v = 1.0 a.u.). 

Another characteristic of the eikonal m·JBf~ differential cross 

sections is the second peak. The peak is quite sharp in Fig. 1 for 

v = .3 a .. u. and flattens out for the higher velocities as shovm in 

Figs. 2-5. For v = 2.0 a.u., Fig. 5, the peak has disappeared and 

the difference betvJeen the Born and the eikonal D\JI3/\ is sr:1all. 

The physical significance of the second peak is hard to determine. 

HovJever, it is due to the interference L>et\'Jeen the distortion factor 

exp[i ¢(b)] and the Bessel function J (lJ kf sinA). The result of 
r.1 

the Z integration varies quite slov1ly \Jith angle and therefore does 

not contribute to the second peak. The function ¢(b) IJehaves as 

ln b for small b and as exp(-A.b)//b for 1 arge !J. Thus, the facto~~ 

exp[i ~(b)], which is not a function of the scattering angle, 

oscillates rapidly for small b and slowly for large b until asynp

totically the factor equals one. The factor Jm(b kf sin(:!) is also 

an osc i 11 a ti ng function. The product of these tvJO factors causes the 

b integration to be the sum of positive and negative areas. The 

areas vary v-tith angle and at a certain angle the sum of the areas 

creates a relative minimum in the differential cross sections and at 

another angle a relative maximum. 

In Figs. 6-10, the differential cross sections for the 

ls~2p ,2p excitations are plotted versus the scattering angle for 
0 + 

v = .3, .4, .5, 1.0, and 2.0 a.u. for both the eikonal D\JB/\ and the 
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FIG. 6. Differential cross section for the excitation of 

hydrogen to the 2p
0 

and 2p+ states by hydrogen impact for an incident 

velocity of 0.3 a.u. or for an incident energy of 2.25 keV. The 

solid line is the eikonal DWBA and the dashed line is the first Born 

approximation. Both the differential cross section and the scattering 

angle are given in the center of mass coordinate system. 
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FIG. 7. Differential cross section for the excitation of 

hydrogen to the 2p
0 

and 2p+ states by hydrogen impact for an incident 

velocity of 0.4 a.u. or for an incident energy of 4.0 keV. The solid 

line is the eikonal DWBA and the dashed line is the first Born approx

imation. Both the differential cross section and the scattering angle 

are given in the center of mass coordinate system. 
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FIG. 8. Differential cross section for the excitation of 

hydrogen to the 2p
0 

and 2p+ states by hydrogen impact for an incident 

velocity of 0.5 a.u. or for an incident energy of 6.25 keV. The 

solid line is the eikonal DWBA and the dashed line is the first Born 

approximation. Both the differential cross section and the scattering 

angle are given in the center of mass coordinate system. 
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FIG. 9. Differential cross section for the excitation of 

hydrogen to the 2p
0 

and 2p+ states by hydrogen impact for an incident 

velocity of 1.0 a.u. or for an incident energy of 25 keV. The solid 

line is the eikonal DWBA and the dashed line is the first Born 

approximation. Both the differential cross section and the 

scattering angle are given in the center of mass coordinate system. 
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FIG. 10. Differential cross section for- the excitation of 

hydrogen to the 2p
0 

and 2p+ states by hydrogen impact for an incident 

velocity of 2.0 a.u. or for an incident energy of 100 keV . The solid 

line is the eikonal OWBA and the dashed l ine is the first Born 

approximation. Both the differential cross section and the scattering 

angle are given in the center of mass coordinate system. 
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first Born approximation.. The characteristics discussed for the 

ls~2s excitation are still present. The eikonal DWBA curves are below 

the first Born approximation curves for small angles and then cross 

the Born curves and remain above them for the larger angles. This 

larger angle scattering is important in the calculation of the total 

cross section from the differential cross section. For the velocity 

v = 1.0 a.u., the eikonal differential cross section for the 2p
0 

excitation crosses the Gorn curve at a scattering angle of 

-3 e = 1.3 x 10 rad. Tvventy-three percent of the total cross section 

lies outside this crossing point. The 2p+ excitation differential 

cross section has a crossing point of e = 2.2 x 10- 3 rad. at 

v = 1.0 a.u. and only 1% of the total cross section lies outside 

this region. 

The second peak also occurs for the 2p
0 

and the 2p+ curves for 

the eikonal D~~BA. These peaks become sharper at lower velocities 

as shovl/n in Fig. 6 and then flatten out at highet~ velocities as sl1ovJn 

in Figs. 7-10. The occurrence of these peaks is still attriuuted to 

the interference of the distortion factor exp[i ¢(b)] and the 8essel 

function Jm(b kf sine). 

2. Total Cross Sections 

The differential cross sections of the preceding section have 

been integrated to yield a total cross section. In Fig. 11, the total 

cross section for the 1s~2s excitation is presented for the eikonal 

DWBA, the first Born approximation, the 2- state and 4- state impact 

parameter calculation of Flannery6 , the impact parameter calculation 
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FIG. 11 . Total cross secti on for the excitation of hydrogen 

to the 2s state by hydrogen impact. The so lid l ine is the eikonal 

OWBA and the dashed l ine is the first Born approximation. The 

dash- dot l i ne(---- ) and the dotted line(---- - -) are the 

4-state and the 2- state i mpact parameter calculations of Flannery , 

Ref . 6. The dash- doub le dot line(----- -) is the impact 

parameter calculation us i ng symmetrized atomi c orbi tals by Bottcher 

and F1 annery, Ref . 33, and the 1 ong dash 1 i ne ( - ) is the 

2-state impact parameter calculation, including e l ectron exchange 

and the translational motion of the electrons, by Ritchie, Ref. 34. 
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using symmetrized atomic orbitals by Bottcher and Flannery33 , and the 

2-state impact parameter calculation including electron exchange and 

electron translational motion by Ritchie34 . All the methods converge 

to the same curve for large velocities and differ considerably at the 

loVJer velocities. Hovvever, the eikonal DHBA does seem to follovJ the 

impact parameter calculations, especially the 2-state approximation. 

In Figs. 12 and 13, the total cross sections are presented for 

the 2p
0 

and 2p+ excitation. The curves in these figures are the same 
6 as in Fig. 11 except the 2-state calculation of Flannery has been 

deleted since it follows very close to the 4-state curve. Also the 

2-state calculation of Ritchie 34 was only for the 2s excitation. 

The closeness of the 2-state impact parameter method and the 

eikonal D\~BA raises a question as to vJhether there is a relationship 

bet\veen the tvJo methods. One can shov1 that the ei konal m~tJA can be 

reduced to the 2-state distortion approximation 35 in the 1 imit of 

high energy and very small scattering angle, namely 

and 

!,:: 
ik-1 >> (2f·16E) 2 

l 

8 << 1 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

vJhere 6E is the change in kinetic energy or the electronic excitation 

energy. The conservation of energy equation can be approximated 

using Eq. (4.21) to obtain 

( 4. 23) 
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FIG. 12. Total cross section for the excitation of hydrogen 

to the 2p state by hydrogen impact. The solid line is the eikonal 
0 

DWBA and the dashed line is the first Born approximation. The 

dash-dot line (------- -) is the 4-state impact parameter calculation 

of Flannery, Ref. 6. The dash - double dot line (------ -~) is the 

impact parameter calculation using symmetrized atomic orbitals by 

Bottcher and Flannery, Ref. 33. 
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FIG. 13. Total cross section for the excitation of hydrogen to 

the 2p+ state by hydrogen impact. The solid line is the eikonal DWBA 

and the dashed line is the first Born approximation. The dash-dot 

line (--- ----) is the 4-state impact parameter calculation of 

Flannery, Ref. 6. The dash- double dot line(--- __ _, is the 

impact parameter calculation using symmetrized atomic orbitals by 

Bottcher and Flannery, Ref. 33. 
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The T matrix, Eq. (3.39) can be written as 

T(eik) = 
fi 

2n CXJ CXJ 

(2rr)-3 f f b db d¢ f dZ exp[i eE z + i 6 ¢(b,Z) 
0 0 -CXJ 
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(4.25) 

Using the notation introduced in Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14), the expo

nential factors can be written as 

i 6E Z + 
v 

z 
6 ¢(b,Z) ~ i ¢(b) + ~ [111:: Z + f (Uf(b,Z' )-Ui (b,Z' ))dZ'] 

0 

- i ¢ ( b ) + ~ tJf i ( b 'z ) (4.26) 

If Ui and Uf are taken to be the elastic matrix elements as given by 

Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3), then rJfi is the distortion factor for the 

transformed transition amplitude in the 2-state distortion approxi

mation. The transition amplitude of Eq. (2.13) has been transformed 

by using 

z 
Cm(Z) ~ am(Z) exp[~ J Um(b,Z')dZ'] 

0 

( 4. 27) 

where Z = vt has been used and the label m can be i or f. Eq. (2.14) 

can be rewritten then as 
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(4.28) 

where Nnm is defined by Eq. (4.26) and Vnm by Eq. (2.17). Also, it 

may be noted that A(b,Z) of Eq. (4.8) and V are just the off nm 
diagonal matrix elements. Eq. (4.28) can be solved in a two state 

approximation to give for the final state 

00 

(4.29) 
-00 

The T matrix (4.25) can be VJritten using Eqs. (4.26), (4.29), and 

(2.24) 

T(eik) 
fi 

2n oo 

(27r)- 3 v J J b db d~ e;q.b ei~(b) Cf(b) 

0 0 

The total cross section then can be written as 

(4.30) 

(4.31) 

Using the differential cross section, Eq. (3.15) and the transforma-

tion 

(4.32) 

the total cross section can be written as 
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qmax 
J d2q e ;<Hb-b•) ( 4. 33) 

qmin 

where 

qmin k. - kf 1 (4.34) 

and 

qmax = k. + kf 1 (4.35) 

In the 1 imi t of high energy, 

qmin ~ 0 (4.36) 

and 

qmax ~ 00 (4.37) 

-Jo- __,._ 

The q integration becomes a delta function forb and b'. The cross 

section reduces to 

(X) 

(4.38) 

This shows that in the limits of the approximations mentioned 

the eikonal DWBA and the 2-state distortion approximation can be 

expected to yield similar results for the total cross section for 

very small angle scattering. 
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Electron exchange vvas neglected in this calculation. The problem 

involved vJith the inclusion of electron exchange in the eikonal D~vfJA 

will be discussed in section VI. t3ottcher and Flannery33 have 

performed a calculation to determine the effect of electron exchange. 

They used a multistate impact parameter approach. Ho\'Jever, they 

included nuclear symmetry \vhich is inconsistent \'-lith an impact para

meter approach. Geltman 36 has pointed out that in any impact para

meter method the assumption of a classical path forces the nuclei to 

be distinguishable. Thus Bottcher and Flannery33 should not consider 

nuclear symmetry and their inclusion of it could be considered a 

source of error. 

Bottcher and Flannery33 took into account the rotation of the 

internuclear axis during the collision. They used a standard 

molecular integral program that uses molecular wave functions which 

are all quantized along the internuclear axis and then they trans-

formed the results to a rotating frame. 

The results of their calculation can be seen in Figs. 11-13. 

All of the cross sections are shifted from the results of Flannery's
6 

impact parameter calculation. The peaks for the ls-+2s excitation 

cross sections and the ls-+2p excitation cross sections have been 
0 

lowered considerably while the peak of the 1s+2p+ excitation cross 

sections has been shifted upwards. All the results tend to the Gorn 

cross sections at the higher velocities. 

Bottcher and Flannery33 did not include a phase factor to 

account for the translational motion of the electron. They argued 

that the neglected phase factors should become more important \'li til 



increasing energy. Ho\vever, since their results tend to the [3orn 

cross sections at high energies, they concluded that the effect of 

the phase factor must be small. 

Ritchie34 has also performed a calculation to determine the 
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effect of electron exchange. He assumed the nuclei vJere distinguish

able for the reason mentioned above. Ho\·Jever, he did not take into 

account the rotation of the internuclear axis during the collision. 

Instead he chose to include the translational motion of the electrons. 

The form of the unnormal i zed IJJave function he used vtas 

(4.39) 

where r
1 

and r 2 are the distances from the center of r.1ass to electrons 

1 and 2, respectively, and v• is one half the relative velocit~'· The 

p 1 us or minus is taken depending upon vvhethe r the spin state of the 

electrons is a singlet or a triplet. The phase factors are included 

to account for the translational motion of the electrons. 

The resulting cross section can be seen in Fig. 11. The results 

of Ri tchi e34 and the results of Bottcher and Fl annery
33 

shov1 a large 

disagreement at all velocities. The peaks are separated by a factor 

of eleven. This large discrepancy betv;een the tlleoreti cal results 

raises some questions on how electron exchange should be included. 

Ritchie 37 in the calculation of the matrix elements makes the 

assumption that the velocity of the projectile is along the 



internuclear axis. That is, the matrix elements were calculated for 

a head on collision. This greatly simplified the calculation of the 

matrix elements, but he assumes that the matrix elements that were 
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calculated for a head on collision can now be used in a 2-state impact 

parameter calculation in which the projectile remains at a constant 

impact parameter from the Z axis during the collision. l1is assumption 

that the velocity is along the internuclear axis does not allow for 

the rotation of the internuclear axis during the collision and \JOuld 

be a source of error. 

The matrix elements are a double sum due to the expansions of the 

plane wave exp(i~·-~ 1 ) and the electron-electron interaction term 

1/ lr1-r2 1. The restriction that the velocity is along the inter

nuclear axis enables the double sum to be reduced to a single sum. 

However, Ritchie's 34 assumption that the relative velocity is along 

the internuclear axis is unphysical since the relative velocity 

decreases as the impact parameter becomes larger. If one uses a 

molecular state basis, the rotation of the internuclear axis must be 

considered. 

The divergent results of the two methods still raises Joubts as 

to the importance of electron exchange in the intermediate energy 

range and also how electron exchange should be included since both 

approaches contain unphysical assumptions. 
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V. EXCITATION OF HYDROGEl~ TO TilE 2s AfJD 2p STATES l3Y HLLiur1 IHPACT 

A. Basic Equations 

The eikonal DLJ[3A has been applied to the 11-l{e collisions given by 

Eq. (1.1) in the energy range of 2.25 keV (v = .3 a.u.) to 100 keV 

(v = 2.0 a.u.). 

The interaction potential was taken as 

.£+ 
R 

2 ( 5. 1) 

VJhere rA and r 8 are electronic coordinates for the He and H atoms, 

respectively. 

The v.Jave function of the ground state helium atom needed in tl1e 

c a 1 c u 1 at i on \'.J as taken as the f o 1 1 o ~vi n g H a rt ree-F o c k fun c t i on 
3 8 

. 

1.6966 - 1·4r1A - 2· 61 r1A 
(e + .799 e ) 

IT 

-1.4r2A -2.Glr2A 
(e + .799 e ) ( s. 2) 

The optical potentials are represented by the static 111atrix 

elements. That is 

- -2.82R I 0414 5.02) + -4.02R(l 20 + .403) - e \-. - ~r-{- e . r~ 

+ e-5.22R(_ 309 + .~10) + e-2R(_4 _25 + 6R5o) (5.3) 



Likewise, 

Also 

and 

VJhere 

and 

u;s = e-R(-.0592 R2 
+ .306 R - .540 + · 3 ~ 9 ) 

+ e-2.82 R ( 1. 60 + .9~7) -4 02 f> ( 642 + e · ' 1.33 + ~) 

+ e-5.22 R (. 317 + .1~1) 

2p 
u 0 = 

f 

u
0

(R) = e-2.82 R ( 1. 70 + 1R19) + e-4.02 R ( 1. 34 + .6~7) 

+ e- 5 • 22 R (.318 + · 1 ~ 1 ) + e-R x 10- 2 (-1.98 R2 

+ 2.29 R - 3.99 + 
2R27 ) 

u2 ( R) -2.82 R _') (1 84 + 7.94 + 7.75 + 2.75) = e X 10 '-
· R 2 3 R R 

+ e 
-4.02 R 10- 3 (1.30 + 3.73 + 2.~4 + .633) X 

----yr- R'- H3 
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(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

( 5. 8) 
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The off diagonal matrix elements are given by 

= e-1.5 R (.442 R - 1.53 + 1R31) - e-2.82 R(.414R + 1R23) 

Likewise, 

and 

vvhere 

e-4.02 R x 10-2 (4.56 + 7R90) 

- e-5.22 R x 10-3 (3.14 + 3R93) 

e-2.82 R(_ 451 + 1R61 + .5~8) 
n 
I\ 

+ e-4.02 R x 10-2 ( 3. 48 + 7R77 + 1.~3) 
R 

+ e-5.22 R x 10-3 ( 1. 85 + 3.02 + .578) 
R R2 

+ e-1.5 R (-.901 R + 1.33 - .9R~1 - .608) 
' R2 

(~.9) 

(G.lO) 

(S.ll) 

(5.12) 

The T matrix, [q. (3.39), can be simplified by using the same 

procedures as vJas used for the H-H collision T matrix ele111ents. 
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Eqs. (4.12) to (4.20) would be applicable by simply substituting the 

H-He matrix elements in for the H-H matrix elements. 

8. Results and Discussion 

1. Differential Cross Sections 

The differential cross sections for the 1s~2s excitation are 

presented in Figs. 14-17 for the incident velocities v = .3, .632, 

1.0, and 2.0 a.u. The eikonal DlJBA results are compared to the first 

Born approximation results and in Fig. 15 to the experiment of Sauers, 

rJ i cho 1 s, and Thomas 12 . 

The eikonal DWBA results have the same characteristics for the 

H-He collisions as they did for the H-H collisions results presented 

in section IV. The differential cross sections for the eikonal DWGA 

lie beloH the Born results for small angles and remain above them for 

larger angles. A significant amount of the total cross section is 

scattered into the larger angle region. 

The second peak is also pr·esent in the eikonal 0\JBA results. 

The peak is <lUite sharp for low velocities, Fig. 14, and dies out for 

high velocities, Fig. 17. The occurrence of this peak is attributed 

to the interference of the distortion factor exp[i ¢(b)] and the 

term Jm(kfbsine). 

A direct comparison of the H-11 results and the H-lle results 

(for example, Fig. 4 to Fig. 16) in the center of mass frame shov.;s 

that the H-He results peak at a higher value and at a smaller angle. 

Also, the second peak in the H-lle results occur at a higher value 

and at a smaller angle in comparison to the H-H results. Ho\vever, 
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FIG. 14. Differential cross sections for the excitation of 

hydrogen to the 2s state by helium impact for an incident velocity 

of 0.3 a.u. or for an incident energy of 2.25 keV. The solid line 

is the eikonal DWBA and the dashed line is the first Born approxima

tion. Both the differential cross section and the scattering angle 

are given in the center of mass coordinate system. 
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FIG. 15. Differential cross sections for the excitation of 

hydrogen to the 2s state by helium impact for an incident velocity 

of 0.6324 a.u. or for an incident energy of 10 keV. The solid line 

is the eikonal DWBA and the dashed line is the first Born approxima

tion. The circles are the experimental data of Sauers, Nichols and 

Thomas, Ref. 12, and have been multiplied by a factor of four. Both 

the differential cross section and the scattering angle are given in 

the center of mass coordinate system. 
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FIG. 16. Differential cross sections for the excitation of 

hydrogen to the 2s state by helium impact for an incident velocity 

of 1.0 a.u. or for an incident energy of 25 keV. The solid line is 

the eikonal DWBA and the dashed line is the first Born approximation. 

Both the differential cross section and the scattering angle are 

given in the center of mass coordinate system. 
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FIG. 17. Differential cross sections for the excitation of 

hydrogen to the 2s state by helium impact for an incident velocity 

of 2.0 a.u. or for an incident energy of 100 keV. The solid line 

is the eikonal DWBA and the dashed line is the first Born approxi

mation. Both the differential cross section and the scattering 

angle are given in the center of mass coordinate system. 
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if both results are transformed to the laboratory frame, a comparison 

of the results show that most of the differences can be attributed to 

the difference in the reduced masses of the H-H and H-He systems. In 

the laboratory frame, the H-H results lie above the H-He results for 

small angles and then lie slightly below for large angles. The first 

and second peaks for both collisions occur at the same angle. 

In Fig. 15, a comparison is made to the experimental data of 

Sauers, Nichols, and Thomas 12 . Their results have been multiplied by 

a factor of four. The comparison shows good agreement for both the 

shape and the slope of the curves. The experiment shows that large 

angle scattering does occur and that it is dying off slowly. The 

relative magnitude being off by such large factor is an unresolved 

problem. The experimental data at the time of this writing is 

unpublished, so the details of the actual experiment are unknown. 

12 The procedure that Sauers, et al. used to normalize the experimental 

data could possibly account for the constant factor between the 

theoretical and experimental results. It would be of interest to 

know if the differential cross section of Sauers, et al. 12 , could be 

integrated to give the total cross section of previously published 

results. If the total cross section disagrees by a constant factor, 
12 then a systematic error in the experimental results of Sauers, et al. , 

would be indicated. However, at this time only conjectures can be 

made. 

A similar set of results are presented in Figs. 18-21 for the 

2p
0 

and the 2p+ excitations for the incident velocities v = .3, .5, 

1.0, and 2.0 a.u. The same general comments mentioned before also 
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FIG. 18. Differential cross section for the excitation of 

hydrogen to the 2p
0 

and 2p+ states by helium impact for an incident 

velocity of 0.3 a.u. or for an incident energy of 2.25 keV. The 

solid line is the eikonal DWBA and the dashed line is the first ~orn 

approximation. Both the differential cross section and the scatter

ing angle are given in the center of mass coordinate system. 
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FIG. 19. Differential cross section for the excitation of 

hydrogen to the 2p
0 

and 2p+ states by helium impact for an incident 

velocity of 0.5 a.u. or for an incident energy of 6.25 keV. The 

solid line is the eikonal DWBA and the dashed line is the first Born 

approximation. Both the differential cross section and the scattering 

angle are given in the center of mass coordinate system. 
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FIG. 20. Differential cross section for the excitation of 

hydrogen to the 2p
0 

and 2p+ states by helium impact for an incident 

velocity of 1.0 a.u. or for an incident energy of 25 keV. The solid 

line is the eikonal DWBA and the dashed line is the first Horn 

approximation. Both the differential cross section and the scattering 

angle are given in the center of mass coordinate system. 
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FIG. 21. Differential cross section for the excitation of 

hydrogen to the 2p
0 

and 2p+ states by helium impact for an incident 

velocity of 2.0 a.u. or for an incident energy of 100 keV. The solid 

line is the eikonal DWBA and the dashed line is the first Born 

approximation. Both the differential cross section and the scattering 

angle are given in the center of mass coordinate system. 
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apply to these results. 

2. Total Cross Sections 

The total cross section for the ls-~2s excitation is presented in 

Fig. 22. The eikonal DWBA is compared to the first Born approximation 

and to the 4-state impact parameter calculation of Flannery8 or Levy9 

The experimental data are from the experiments of Orbeli, et al . 3 ' 4 , 

Birely and McNea1 10 , and Hughes and Choe 11 . 

Likewise in Fig. 23, the total cross section is presented for the 

ls~2p excitation. The source of the experimental data is the same as 

in the ls~2s excitation with the addition of the experimental data 

5 of Dose, Gunz, and Meyer . 

The eikonal DWBA results in Figs. 22 and 23 follow closely to 

the 4-state impact parameter results. This was expected from the 

analysis of the H-H scattering in section IV. The first Born approx-

imation seems to predict the experimental data better than the other 

theoretical methods. However, since the validity of the first Born 

approximation is questionable at lower velocities, Levy9 has pointed 

out that the agreement may be accidental. 

The experimental data are from experiments that use the same 

general technique. That is, the cross sections are calculated from 

the intensity of the light emitted from the excited states of the 

hydrogen atoms. The Lyman-a radiation is emitted spontaneously from 

the H(2p) state and the intensity of the radiation gives a relative 

value for the population of the atoms that were in the 2p states. 
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FIG. 22. The total cross section for the excitation of hydrogen 

to the 2s state by helium impact. The solid line is the eikonal DWBA 

and the dashed line is the first Born approximation. The dash-dot 

line is the 4-state impact parameter calculation of Flannery, Ref. 8, 

or Levy, Ref. 9. The triangles represent the experimental data of 

Orbeli, et al., Refs. 3 and 4; the squares, Birely and McNeal, Ref. 

10; and the circle-line, Hughes and Choe, Ref. 11. 
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FIG. 23. The total cross section for the excitation of hydrogen 

to the 2p states by helium impact. The solid line is the eikonal DW8A 

and the dashed line is the first Born approximation. The dash-dot 

line is the 4-state impact parameter calculation of Flanne~, Ref. 8, 

or Levy, Ref. 9. The triangles represent the experimental data of 

Orbeli, et al., Refs. 3 and 4; the squares, Birely and McNeal, Ref. 

10; the hexagons, Dose et al., Ref. 5; and the circle-line, Hughes 

and Choe, Ref. 11. 
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The addition of an electric field quenches the excited H(2s) atom and 

the resulting Lyman-a radiation can be used to find the relative 

population of the 2s state. Cascade effects into the 2s and 2p 

states could be important in the measurement of these cross sections. 

However~ Birely and McNea1 10 and Hughes and Choe 11 have estimated 

the cascade effect to be small~ 3-6 % for H(2s) and 10-15 % for 

H(2p). The more recent experiments of Birely and McNea1 10 and 

Hughes and Choe 11 have made several adjustments to improve their 

results over the earlier experiments of Orbeli, et al. 3 ' 4 , and Dose, 

et a1. 5 ~ and should be considered to be the more accurate experiments. 

The region of the largest disagreement between the experimental 

data and the eikonal DWBA results is at low energy where the eikonal 

DWBA is not expected to be valid. At the lower energies electron 

exchange may become important. The question of electron exchange 

will be discussed in the next section. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

The eikonal DWBA presented here is at the moment the only means 

other than the first Born approximation to predict differential 

cross sections in the intermediate energy range for atom-atom 

collisions. As was seen in section V, the eikonal DWBA gave differ

ential cross sections which compared quite favorably with the experi

mental data of Sauers, Nichols and Thomas 12 . However, the comparison 

of the total cross sections to the experimental data was in poor 

agreement at low energies. 

The neglect of electron exchange can be a source of error in 

the calculation. There is some question at the moment as to the 

importance of electron exchange in the intermediate energy range. 

At low energies, it is obviously important since electron exchange 

is essential in the evaluation of molecular states. 39 At high 

energies, electron exchange is not considered since the electrons 

can be associated with one center or the other and the collision 

occurs in such a short time that the time needed for electrons to 

arrange themselves into molecular states is not available. The 

intermediate energy range could be said to possess characteristics 

of both energy extremes. 

Consider electron exchange for the H-H collision. Even though 

the equations including electron exchange can be written down, the 

solution to the equations is difficult. The exchange term will 

contain a two-center integral that is similar to integrals that 

occur in the Heitler-London method40 for the hydrogen molecule. 
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The two-center integral can be done in closed form for the hydrogen 

molecule in the ground state, but Slater40 has pointed out that the 

exchange term for excited states cannot usually be done in closed 

form and that the evaluation of the exchange term must be performed 

numerically. Thus, the inclusion of electron exchange in the present 

calculation would be a formidable task and would greatly increase the 

computation time needed. The inclusion of exchange for systems with 

more electrons,such as the ~1-He collision, becomes increasingly more 

complicated. 

The information for a particular collision channel is contained 

in the optical potentials and the off diagonal matrix elemen~. If 

the optical potentials and the off diagonal matrix elemen~can be 

found by some approximate means, then the eikonal DW8A can be used. 

One possibility is the use of generalized oscillator strengths. 

Levy41 has used experimental generalized oscillator strengths to 

calculate the matrix elements for the excitation of H by Ne, Ar, and 

Kr, using the multistate impact parameter method. Also the Hartree

Fock potential of a complicated atom can be used in the calculation 

of the matrix elements. 8 Flannery started with the Hartree-Fock 

potential for He instead of the He wave function in his calculation 

for the H-He collision. 

In the final analysis, I can conclude that the eikonal DWbA is 

a very promising approach to finding differential cross sections. 

Comparison to the experimental data shows relative agreement with the 

calculated differential cross sections. The total cross section of 

the eikonal DWBA was shown to reduce to the 2-state distortion 



approximation ·in the limit of very small scatterinq anqle and hiqh 

ener·qy. !J, comparison of the calculated total cross section to 

exper·imenta1 data shows a stronq disagreement at lovJer velocities. 

9Ll 
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VII. APPENDIX, rJUt1ERICAL PROCEDURE 

The numerical procedure used to solve the t\vo dir1ensional integral 

for the T matrices (Eqs. (4.12)-(4.20)) was a standard Gaussian quad

rature. Since this numerical procedure is so common, a listing of it 

is unnecessary. I will, however, mention a feH specific peculiarities 

that may be of interest. 

The infinite integration were performed as a sum of integrals 

over a small step size. When the sum converged to a particular value, 

the integration was stopped. HoHever, since the integration vJas for 

an oscillating function, the convergence of the integral Has not 

checked until the oscillation had died dmm. Since the off diagonal 

potential matrix elements (Eqs. (4.8)-(4.11)) are not long range and 

die off exponentiallv, the oscillations die out rapidly and the lJ und 

Z integrations did not have to be carried out very many steps to 

ensure convergence. 

The oscillations of the Z integration were not verv rapid, even 

for large scattering angles, so a larger step size could ue chosen 

for it. The oscillation of the b integration \.Jas very rapid for 

small b, so a small step size was taken. For larger IJ, the step size 

could be larger, since the oscillations were not as rapid. 

The integral for y(b,Z) was performed in a similar manner. At 

the end of each step of Z and b, the value of y(b,Z) was stored in a 

matrix. This \vas done since these values \'Jould be needed vJhen the 

integral vJould be repeated for a different scattering angle. The 

value of cp(b) was then tile value of y(b,Z) v.tf1ere Z \vas taken to be 

the largest value of Z that Has stored in the r.1atrix. This procedure 



reduced the computation time by a factor of three and enabled the 

program to run in a reasonable amount of time. 
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The integration of the differential cross section ovet~ tile solid 

angle dn gave the total cross section. The same numerical procedure 

~vas used. The step size vJas chosen small for small angles since tile 

differential sections peak sharply for small angles. For larger 

angles the step size could be larger since the differential cross 

sections die off slowly with larger angles. 

The program was checked by reproducing the values of tile differ

ential cross sections for e-H excitation given by Chen, Joachain, and 

Watson 14 . The step sizes for the band Z integration were also 

varied and the step sizes, that ~vere the largest, LJut vet gave the 

most accurate results, were used. 

The program was written in Fortran V and run on an I8i1 360, 

model 50. The time for the program to calculate the differential 

cross sections and the total cross section for a particular velocity 

was 30-60 minutes depending upon the number of points chosen to 

integrate the differential cross section. The total time to generate 

all the results presented in the H-H and H-He sections \Jas over 25 

hours. 
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